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Introduction: I have been applying Bohm Dialogue as a tool for creative discovery, social 
cohesion and cultural change within the university sector for the past 10 years, chiefly at 
Sheffield Hallam University where I am a Reader in Fine Art. These are relatively small scale 
efforts which have arisen as a response to certain needs within the art school where I lecture 
that could not be met through standard teaching; they also reflect my own research interests in 
alternative pedagogies and experimental platforms for testing the possibilities of radical thinking 
(as opposed to standard educational models and art related agendas which are mainly 
dedicated to the communication of information, opinions and knowledge). Whilst it is important 
to meet the career related needs of students (and our fine art degree course has many 
elements in place to facilitate this), my particular interests as an artist academic (the relationship 
between philosophy, art and new models of agency in everyday life) are more suited to the 
wider intellectual and creative role that a university can play in relationship to social change. 
Therefore, I choose, as an artist-academic, to work on the molecular level of generating 
'progress' via 'thought activism' to stimulate what I term 'culture-in-formation.' Like Bohm, I am 
concerned to address the problems facing human society but realise that current solutions are 
made from the same mind-set and understanding of reality that generated the problems in the 
first place and hence on the broader scale of meaningful existence are ultimately only adding to 
incoherence. I use the term activism here to suggest a commitment to change in the life world 
but also, and more urgently, to imply that thinking itself has to activate (because assuming we 
are already thinking effectively is the greatest block to thinking in the world today). David 
Bohm's Dialogue model of a group of people meeting with no agenda over a committed period 
of time is the best methodology (if methodology it can be called) that I have come across that 
helps serve this particular creative movement, i.e. the seed for effective change, in society. That 
the resulting social change is in no way 'measurable' -and certainly not immediate- is, to my 
mind, power for the cause since once we expect a measurement or certain outcome in this type 
of cultural work, the intention 'to think' is reduced to expediency rather than creativity and habit 
related constraints blocking just what it is possible to think kick in. Bohm reminds us that we 
have to attend to our thought:  
 

 ...as a real movement that is going on, both inwardly and outwardly, with real 
effects of widespread and deep significance that interpenetrate and ultimately 
merge with the whole of the reality in which we live. We cannot do this if we go 
on with the prevailing tendency to concentrate almost exclusively on the 
problems which are the results of our thinking process, and thus fragment these 
results from their origin in the thought that automatically and habitually "copies" 
inappropriate patterns. (David Bohm, On Creativity, p. 65) 

 
There are three areas at Sheffield Hallam University where I am deploying the use of Bohm's 
methodology of a group of people thinking together with 'no agenda' and a fourth that is at 
planning stage. The Dialogues in each area are framed by different 'meta-agendas' that serve 
as a container of significance specific to each situation but which do not attempt to direct group 
thinking, instead they galvanize commitment and risk taking. I have introduced the term 'meta-
agenda' to recognise that the intention to meet with 'no agenda' is itself paradoxically a quasi-
agenda and that the group assembled need to embark on the Dialogue with an awareness that 
what we are about to build together is not an every-day type of conversation. Bohm was clear 



that whilst a Dialogue must unfold in a free space to succeed, it is first and foremost a shared 
understanding that something is at stake; the practice is second and flows from this. So, a meta-
agenda is the responsibility of the convener at the start of a meeting and must be introduced 
extremely carefully in order to set up an atmosphere of significance rather than a topic for 
conversation. For me, this is where the importance of the convener comes in (more so than in 
sharing the so called '4 Principles' of the practice which I do not always specify but draw out in 
the meeting through meta-dialogic interventions). 
 
 
1. Dialogue groups within the art school for BA students: This work is carried out in 
partnership with my former MA student and now associate lecturer, Helen Blejerman. Starting in 
2008 when I realised that Dialogue would be a useful methodology for Helen's artistic project 
'The Meta-Academy' (a model proposing communication bridges between art school, industry 
and galleries in Sheffield), we collaborated on a series of Dialogues open to all art students with 
invited professionals from outside the university. This pilot received an extremely positive 
response from participants, one student even commented that the Dialogues had provided the 
core experience of experimental thinking about art's nature and value that she had always 
dreamed of getting from art school.* Feedback also indicated that the groups had fostered social 
cohesion and voice finding that the students had not managed to get from elsewhere in the fine 
art course but which the presence of professionals potentially hindered. Building on this and with 
advice and a small grant from the faculty's Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning, we 
now strategically place Dialogue meetings within the first 6 weeks of new students arriving on 
the BA Fine Art course in order to help fast track a sense of belonging to the art school 
community (with the mandatory access to BA Fine Art degrees via a one year Foundation 
course removed in the early noughties, younger, more inexperienced students were entering our 
studios and we were beginning to see new promising students struggling with the demands of 
group crits and self-directed study and in some cases dropping out). These Dialogues last for 3 
hours and the meta-agenda is the importance of each artist finding a critical voice and taking 
risks with thoughts and communication. In practice the Dialogues also become a safe place for 
students to explore fears and expectations around entering the university as well as an 
experience of a non-hierarchical relationship with a "teacher." In addition to these groups, which 
are only open to incoming students, we convene an end of academic year Bohm Dialogue. This 
is open to all art students and staff and is framed with the meta-agenda of enlivening our values 
and priorities as artists and discovering issues that may be affecting the health of the art school. 
 
*This particular affordance of a 'no agenda Dialogue' within the art school context has been recognised 
by other art schools. I have so far been invited to convene Dialogues with PHD student groups at 
Brighton University and the Slade School of Art. I have also led a Dialogue for BA students at Dundee 
School of art.  
 
 
2. Wisdom's Special Workshop: Initiated in 2017, these Dialogues are held once a semester 
and provide an opportunity for members of the public to be invited into the university to think 
and create understanding on an equal footing with academics. The phrase 'wisdom's special 
workshop' was first used by Pope Gregory in the early 13th century to describe the purpose of 
the founding universities in medieval Europe. I use the term agitation-ally, the word 'wisdom' is 
little used in academic institutions today and my mini-mission is to re-install its value particularly 
in relationship to the necessity of thinking skills and the historic associations of the term with 
questioning what constitutes a 'good life' (i.e. the development and understanding of values to 
live by) and with nurturing the inter-relationship between 'citizen' and the 'state' (i.e. the 
relationship between sub cultures and mainstream culture). Bohm's method of Dialogue enables 
both these levels of responsive-responsible thinking to take place together and places both 
levels under scrutiny without the need of prior experience or expertise. The aim is to get as 



diverse a group of people/backgrounds meeting together so that Bohm's recommendation that 
individuals meet together as a 'microcosm of society' is achieved. These Dialogues take place 
over a whole day and the meta-agenda frame is the composite question: What is wisdom in 
today's world and what is its relationship to the everyday life world around us? 
 
 

3. Bohm Dialogue as an academic research methodology: I am currently working alongside 
fellow artist and Dialogue practitioner Jessica Ball (Creative Meaning) on a pilot project to test 
the strengths of Bohm Dialogue as an academic research tool. This work was initiated and 
funded by the charity Prison Dialogue and is taking place at HMP Sudbury having gained official 
approval from the National Offender Management Service research committee. Dialogic 
principles are being upheld in all levels of project development and management (both outside 
and inside the prison)* and Bohm Dialogue meetings are used as the primary method of 'data 
generation' (with an implicit expectation to not find what we think we are looking for and instead 
to co-discover with prisoners and prison staff what is at stake and needs addressing). The meta-
agenda framework for these Dialogues is cultural change within prisons and what blocks it, 
although there are site-specific issues linked to the transition from closed to open prison regimes 
which the project expects to also shed light on. With its ability to create safe spaces for the 
sharing of first-hand experience and its facilitation of ‘what needs to be said’ (which in all other 
research contexts might remain unsaid), Bohm Dialogue promises to be an effective 
methodology for any research that needs to engage with individual experience and institutional 
processes and thus requires the building of voice and trust. The expectation is that Bohm 
Dialogue as a research methodology will generate the appropriate material in an appropriate 
manner whilst empowering those affected by the issues and including them in the development 
of strategies for change. In contrast, standard academic methodologies tend to work on behalf of 
rather than in the terms of those affected by the issues under investigation and are not always 
change-orientated in their process. This project is still in process and so further details cannot 
yet be provided but Jessica and I will be publishing the findings in order to disseminate the 
model and share best practice.  

* Peter Garrett and Jane Ball of Dialogue Associates have been pivotal in offering feedback and advice at 
all stages of the project. 

 

4. Bohm Dialogue to facilitate an institution-wide exploration of issues facing the 
university today: Deploying Bohm Dialogue to enable an institutional conversation where 
various areas of staffing and students can meet to think together about university culture and 
various people's aspirations outside of targets and assessments seems crucial. Universities 
have been rated the most stressful work place after the NHS in England and so this application 
of Bohm Dialogue could prove extremely significant. Working with no agenda Dialogue meetings 
will also help build a sense of community between academic and non-academic staff, all of 
whom play a vital role in maintaining a flourishing culture but who never ordinarily get a space to 
listen to one another. It has the potential to allow a broader understanding of who our students 
are and what they desire from their university experience outside the specifics of the courses 
they have chosen to study on. Like all Dialogues seeking to attend 'to what needs to be said,' 
the hope is that these Dialogues will allow the discovery of, or at least a sense of, the unknown 
"secrets of the profession" (a term Helen Blejerman always uses) which are the real hidden 
drivers of passion and progression for the greater good. With the recent establishment of 'The 
Hallam Guild' which seeks to create a culture and community of excellence between students, 
academics and professional services staff members, there now exists the right platform for the 
necessary levels of management and heads of various teams to be brought into conversation to 



make a university wide Dialogue event a reality. This initiative will be a collaboration with Helen 
Blejerman and two students. 

 

*This document was written as a proposal paper for the first conference of the International Academy of 
Professional Dialogue, 2018. 

 

 


